C o l wa l l Pa r i s h P la n

Summary of Responses to the Survey carried out
during 2004

Almost 900 responses
to the Questionnaire
were received from the
adult population representing about a 45%
return.
Additionally over 100
responses were made
by the under 16 year
olds to their own survey.
Information was also
received from businesses.

This Survey has followed on from our Village Design Statement which was
produced earlier for supplementary planning guidance to maintain our village characteristics and environment
Generally Colwall is a fortunate Community with most of the services and
facilities we need, to live comfortably in a pleasant rural location. However,
in this survey residents have identified a number of issues which are concerning them at present and these are listed inside.
Population
About 40% of residents live in the Colwall Stone area, 19% in Upper Colwall and 13% in each of the Colwall Green and Old Church Road locations.
60% of residents have lived in the Parish over 10 years and of these 87% are
over 45 years old.
9% of respondents thought Colwall had changed for the better over the last
5 years but 25% thought it was worse.

Use of photograph by permission of Heritage Portraits, Worcester Tel: 01905 455073
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R ESPONDENT P ROFILE
WHERE

DO
YO U L I V E ?
Upper
Colwall

167

Evendine

55

Old Church
Road

115

Colwall
Stone

344

Orlin Rd /
Old Orchard
Lane

24

Colwall
Green

118

Hope E /
Old Colwall

52

Total

875

HAS COLWALL
CHANGED
OVER THE
LAST
•
•
•
•

5

YEARS

?

Better
76
Worse
213
No change
400
Lived in Colwall for less
than 5 yrs
166

Virtually half of the respondents thought Colwall
was neither better or
worse
25% thought it was worse,
and only 9% thought it
was better.

AGE
A total 887 parishioners responded to the main (adult) questionnaire.
The breakdown by age group can be seen in the chart (below):
This compares to the
most recent (2001)
Census:
Age band
16-19
6%
20-24
4%
25-29
4%
30-44
21%
45-59
25%
60-74
23%
75+
16%

1%

2%
1%

24%

14%

24%

34%

16-19
20-24
25-29
30-44
We can conclude:
Those above the age
45-59
60-74
75+
of 45 are over represented in the returned forms, those under 45 under represented, particularly the 16-19.
Those aged 60-74 represented one third of all replies although they only
form one quarter of the population.

S O H O W L O N G H AV E Y O U L I V E D H E R E ?
526

<6mnths

6m -1yr

1-2yr

2-5yrs

128
19

20

5-10yrs

>10yrs

155

40

Nearly 60% of respondents have been in Colwall over 10 years and of these
87% are over 45 years old.
This could mean the older, longer term respondents care more about the future, or maybe the recently arrived, younger respondents are not interested
or too busy.
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HOUSING
IS THE CURRENT
MIX OF HOUSING
RIGHT?

DO YOU GENERALLY SUPPORT MORE HOUSING IN COLWALL?
Yes
10%

What you told us:

No
21%

Of the 873 respondents who
gave an answer, 49% said
‘Yes’, 28% indicated ‘No’
& the remaining 22% didn’t
know.

Even if the data was analysed by age, location & time in
Colwall, the split largely aligned to this pattern.

Looking at the data, by age
or gender made no discernable difference.

The time lived in Colwall
did show a marked
change.

Support
Support, but within the guidelines ofQualified
the village
design statement
69%

DO YOU SUPPORT MORE AFFORDABLE HOUSING,
PRINCIPALLY FOR THE YOUNG, EG PURCHASE / RENTABLE
STARTER HOMES?
Overall Replies

At the shorter end of the
scale, those who moved to
the village most recently
indicated 37% for Yes, 63%
for Don’t’ Know & no-one
said ‘No’.

700
615
600
500

The 30 to 44 year old group
expressed the lowest support
(69%) for this suggestion.

400

As the length of time in Colwall increased, then the
‘Don’t Know’ element decreased & the ‘No’ element
tended to increase to balance
the reduction in ‘Don’t
Knows’.
The group who had lived in
Colwall longest ie over
10yrs answered 46% Yes,
35% No & 19% ‘Don’t
Know’.

In Summary

The geographical split ranged
from the Hope End / Old Colwall area (92% ‘Yes’ ) on one
hand & the Old Church Road
area (65% ‘Yes’).

300
227

The longer respondents lived
in Colwall the more they supported the idea.

200
100
0
No

Yes

WILL YOU NEED SHELTERED
5 TO 10 YEARS TIME?

ACCOMODATION IN

Fewer respondents (505) answered this question. Overall, 18% said ‘Yes’,
39% thought ‘No’ & 43% didn’t know. This equates to 89 ‘Yes’, 196 ‘No’
& 220 ‘Don’t Know’.
This is perhaps food for thought for providers of sheltered accommodation.

Overall, respondents
indicated they were content with the mix of property, but also would give qualified support to more homes,
seemingly in favour of more affordable housing, within the guidelines of the village design statement
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E M P LOY ME NT
D O YO U
WORK IN
C O LWA L L ?

H OW D O YO U G E T T O W O R K ?
Of those who work in Colwall:
44 let their legs do the walking
3 keep healthy on their bikes
2 catch the bus
46 use private cars
Curiously, 3 let the train take the strain
And the rest work mostly from home

•

What you told us:
• 369 respondents said
they were employed &
of these 119 worked
in Colwall.

•
•
•

While those who work outside Colwall:
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• However, 84 respondents aged between
60 & 74 years also
worked.

•
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• Not surprisingly,
those aged 30 to 59
years old accounted
for the bulk of the
employed ie 282.

•
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• And 5 of the over 75
year olds told us they
were employed.

0

• Just over 46% of
male respondents said
they worked, while
the figure for females
was 38%.

50

100

150

200

HOW

FAR DO YOU TRAVEL TO YOUR PLACE OF
WORK (IF OUTSIDE OF COLWALL)?

250 respondents replied that they worked outside Colwall. Of these 128
travelled up to 10 miles to work, while a another 103 exceeded 10 miles
& usually took the car.

In Summary
Just over 4 out of 5 of those aged between 16 to 59 years old said they worked. A majority of
more than 2 to 1 worked outside Colwall & chose to travel the 10 miles or less by private car.
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PUBLIC TRANSPORT
BUS
S E RV I C E

What you told us:

R A I LWAY
COLWALL is a quiet little station just off the
B4218 near a handful of
shops. There is parking for
about a dozen cars alongside the station, which
comprises one single-track
platform with two shelters,
each with about 10 seats
and the added luxury of
lighting.

A railway-type
footbridge at one
end of the platform spans the
track, but is actually there to continue a local footpath. Beside its
base is a tiny floral
square with additional seating.

Use of the Bus
• 11 respondents use the bus
daily.
• 61 use it weekly.
• 39 monthly.
• 691 rarely use a bus.

Where do you go?
• 11 respondents travel to
Hereford.
• 198 go to Ledbury.
• 196 to Malvern.
• 38 travel further afield.

WHAT YOU SAID
We asked: How often do you
use the train?

We asked: Where do you go?
You
said:

What do you think of the
Bus Service?

91

194

Birmingham

157

London

169

• 310 respondents expressed
no opinion.
• 47 described the service as
poor.
• 201 thought the service was
reasonable.
• 105 said it was a good service.

Worcester

44

76
21
Daily

Weekly

Monthly

108

332

Malvern
Ledbury
Hereford

You said:
586 respondents rarely use
the train.

338

Others

In Summary
You said you’d like to see cleaner, more frequent trains, that run on time and are not terminated unexpectedly at Malvern.
These comments did not depend on whether your opinion of the service was poor, reasonable or good.
Those villagers who use the bus service, have little complaint about the service. However, you would like more, or clearer
timetable & route information.
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R OA D T R A F F I C
H OW DO
YO U R AT E
THE ISSUE
OF TRAFFIC
IN THE
V I L L AG E ?
What you told us:

• 206 respondents
thought there was no
problem.
• 397 indicated it was a
minor issue.
• 249 told they found
traffic a major issue.

WHY IS
TRAFFIC A
PROBLEM?

O U R R OA D S

WHAT

The total distance of
‘adopted roads’ throughout
the parish is approximately
17 miles (excluding the
main road A449 and Jubilee
Drive B4232 ).

ACTIONS TO DEAL WITH
TRAFFIC ISSUES?

132

551

263

It is assumed, however, that
responses to the questionnaire were mainly directed
at the Walwyn Road B4218
corridor through the village
and the immediate feeder
roads. Analysis of the responses indicated that from
whatever part of the village
you live there was no significant variation in the
views you expressed.

200

228

Do nothing
Discourage commercial through traffic
Encourage less reliance on cars (walk / cycle)
Restrict road parking
Traffic calming measures

What you told us:
• 460 replied it was
speed.
• 224 suggested volume
was a cause.
• 376 pointed to road
side parking.

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF STATE OF THE..
80

Good

Reasonable

Poor

60
40
20
0
%

Roads

Pavements

Verges

Street Lighting

Drainage

Winter Gritting

In Summary
Approximately 30% of the residents who responded thought that traffic in the village was a major
issue and that speed was their main concern closely followed by roadside parking.
On the question of what you favoured to deal with the traffic problem, encouraging commercial
through traffic to use the main A449 rather than the Walwyn Road, had by far the most votes. It was
noted that the second most popular response was to encourage less reliance on cars – with safer
cycling and walking facilities.
Opinions on the ‘ state of the village roads, pavements and verges’ question showed a majority who
thought they were reasonable, however, the poor ratings for surface/storm water drainage and
pavement maintenance were significant.
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V I L L AG E S H O P S

• ‘Petrol’ station was
the answer for 22%.
• 21% were satisfied.
• 12% wanted a bank.
• While 10% indicated
they would support a
bakery.
• The other suggestions represented
less than 10%.

In Summary
As can be seen from
the data, there is
demand for a greater
range of retail
services particularly
hardware/
ironmongers, car
fuel and banking
facilities but with the
proviso that price,
presentation and
range of products are
competitive.
However it is a
market economy.

SHOPS

The village has five shops catering for day to day requirements –
Greengrocery, Grocery & Provisions, Pharmacy, Post Office and
Butchers.
In addition there are H O W O F T E N D O Y O U B U Y I N V I L L A G E
three other premises S H O P S ?
providing for Hair100%
dressing, Picture
Framing and Estate
90%
Occasionally
Agents.
All of the above
premises are located
within the area classified as Colwall
Stone.

80%
70%

Monthly
60%
50%

WHAT

WOULD
ENC OU R AGE
YOU TO U S E
T H E VILL AGE
SHOPS MORE?
The responses to this
question were many &
varied, however, we
have restricted the
data here to the ‘top’
six answers:
• 68

40%

Weekly

30%
20%
10%

Daily
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• 24% of respondents
who answered this
question said they
would like to see a
hardware / ironmonger in the village.

VILLAGE

pp

ADDITIONAL
RETAIL SERVICES
WOULD YOU
LIKE?

U

WHAT

respondents suggest more reasonable prices.
• 61 were satisfied.
• 44 thought a wider range of products.
• 26 indicated better presentation.
• 19 of you requested longer opening hours.
• 12 indicated better parking would encourage them to buy more.
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L AW

& ORDER

Colwall village has one allocated Community Support Officer operating from Ledbury Police Station. The Ledbury Station ‘front
desk’ is not continuously manned but out-of-hours enquiries and
emergency calls are handled by West Mercia Constabulary centralised control.

THE POLICE

No Opin

Are you concerned about crime and anti-social
behaviour in Colwall? : 840 respondents

No
Yes

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Upper Colwall

Evendine

Old Ch Rd

Do you know if your area is
covered by Neighbourhood
Watch? : 871 respondents
Overall, 75% of respondents said they
knew their area was covered by
Neighbourhood Watch. Just less than
10% said ’No’ & about 15% said they
weren’t sure.

Colwall Stone

Orlin Rd

Colwall Green

Hope End

Total

Yes
300

No

250
200

Uncertain

150
100
50

The breakdown by area is:
0
Upp Col Evend

Old Ch
Rd

Col Orlin Rd Col
Stone
Green

Hope
End

In Summary
Clearly there is considerable concern within the village about petty crime (mainly theft), vandalism
and anti-social behaviour. The majority of you who commented were concerned about the lack of
visible police presence.
Although most of the village seems to be covered by the Neighbourhood Watch scheme a third of all
responses declared they did not know who their local coordinator was.
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M E D I C A L S E RV I C E S
TO HELP
THE
INFIRM OR
DISABLED

W H AT E L S E AT T H E S U RG E RY ?
We asked which additional services you would like to be available at the village surgery. The main categories are shown in the graph below:

95

Suggestions were many
and varied:

205
334

⇒

More seats

⇒

Ramps into shops

⇒

More public
transport

⇒

Home support

⇒

Better pavements
for wheelchairs and
pushchairs

⇒

Drop kerbs

⇒

Wheelchair access
onto Walwyn
meadow

⇒

Crossing by post
office

⇒

More home care

⇒

Coffee mornings to
meet people

⇒

Visits to those who
can not get out of
their houses

⇒

Public toilets

⇒

Remove
overhanging
hedges

361

Physiotherapy

Chiropody

Osteopathy

Reflexology

There were a smaller number of requests for:
• Stress
• Weight
• NHS

relief
watchers

dentists

• Permanent
• Minor

ops

health visitor

• Acupuncture
• Opticians
• Hearing

aid batteries available

• Hearing

clinic

• Homeopathic

doctor

In Summary
The survey produced a challenging list of ideas to make life easier for the infirm.
This response should help focus attention to areas where help may be possible.
The additional services you would like to be available at the surgery will be
discussed with the doctors to investigate their opinions on possibilities and funding
arrangements.
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V O L U N T A RY W O R K
W H AT
WOULD
YOU LIKE
TO DO?
Those who weren’t involved already in voluntary work were asked if
they would be interested & if so, in what
kind.
Some of you saw time
as a constraint on offering to help. Those who
did feel they would consider helping suggested:

◊ Artistic groups
◊ Conservation
◊ Equal opportunity
groups
◊ Gardening
◊ Help younger people
understand the dangers
of using substances
◊ Meals on wheels
◊ Pastoral visits
◊ Provide secretarial services
◊ Reading and library
work
◊ Ring and ride
◊ Teaching maths or
reading to less able
◊ Would like an allotment
◊ Would like to know
more about the Council

W H AT D O Y O U D O ?
You were asked if you had been involved in any local County or Parish
voluntary activity or association and if so, what was it?
23 different voluntary activities were recorded by 259 respondents, with
the most popular detailed below:

Help with clock
magazine
18%

Horticultural
Society
5%
Church activities
20%

Meals on wheels
7%

Colwall Village
Society
14%

Probus
6%
Help with reading
at primary school
8%

Colwall Care
12%
Neighbourhood
watch
10%

• Perhaps not

surprisingly, on an age split, the largest group (42%) were
those aged 60:74 yrs old.
• The groups either side (45:59 & Over 75) registered 23% & 25% respectively.
• 10% of those who did voluntary work (within the meaning of the question) were aged 30:44 yrs old.

In Summary
It was encouraging to find that over 25% of the respondents to the questionnaire recorded already to be
engaged in some sort of voluntary activity. Suggestions received for other possible areas were wide
ranging as can be seen from the above list and should provide an opportunity for the parish to develop
this resource.
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ACTIVITIES
NON SPORT
Would you be interested
in adult education or
evening classes?
Yes
Possibly
No

- 164
- 445
- 237

Of those who replied
‘Yes’ or ‘Possibly’, 44%
were aged between 30 &
59 yrs old, while 55%
were over 60 yrs of age.
Ok, so you said you’d
consider classes; which
subjects?
• Computing 151
• Photography 97
• Music

115

• Art/craft

175

• History

143

• Cooking /
Cuisine
• Languages

118
191

• Aerobics /
Keep fit
• DIY

154
76

Other subjects were:
Bridge, history/archaeology,
dance, current affairs,
pottery, painting, finance,
reading club, geology, film
evening.
In Summary
The respondents currently
participate in a wide
range of activities, some
physical, some not.
However, they say they
would like to be involved
in many more.

‘SPORTING’ CLUBS OR ACTIVITIES
Most popular sporting clubs and activities within village
Walking
Cricket
Football
Bird watching
Cycling
Others include:
Mathon tennis club, fishing, exercises at Chevenham, horse riding, pub games – darts, snooker, crib, skittles, quiz team,
shooting, table tennis, hockey, yoga, bell ringing, pilates, art,
gardening, sailing!, karate.
But what would you like to do?
Swimming, badminton, golf, tennis, dancing lesson especially
ballroom, keep fit, bowling – outdoor and indoor.
Others include:
Guided walks, volley ball, football for kids, equestrian centre,
archery, Turkish bath, village cinema, rugby, table tennis, fencing,
polo, football, slimming club, yoga, bridge, clay pigeon shooting,
climbing wall, cycle paths, snooker / billiards, mud wrestling,
petanque club.
Additional facilities for youth –
Skateboard park, activities for boys, a field out of everyone’s way, cycle
routes, weekend clubs, youth centre, café, youth sport/social, more space for
ball games, a designated area, more interaction between adult and youth
groups, better late transport, car maintenance for women, cinema/films at village hall, tennis courts, a youth leader, drop in centre on health advice.
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Would a ‘Village Youth Leader’ improve participation & opportunities?
Yes

431

No Opinion 237

No 54

The responses do indicate some people may not be aware of already existing clubs or
societies so communication may be part of the answer. Still, there does appear to be a
demand for further, co-ordinated activities.
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O P E N S PA C E S
V I L L AG E G R E E N

N AT U R E
R E S E RV E

We asked if you wanted some of the grass on the Green to be left uncut,
or if you preferred it all to be cut regularly.

How often do you
visit the Charlie
Bal
Ballard Nature
Reserve?

Colwall Green residents indicates (by 61% to 39%) to leave part of the Green uncut.
The 16-19’s were divided 50/50 on the issue.
Overall the consensus was that part of the Green should be left uncut. This was on a
72% to 28% split.

• 22 respondents used
the reserve weekly.

W A L W Y N M E A D OW

• 40 visited monthly.
• 385 used the
reserve
occasionally.

Apart from the 4 categories

What amenities would you like to see more of?

suggested (see graph, right)
there were 101 comments,

31%
More seats

many of opposing views.

Surfaced paths

48%

Floral beds

• 433 said they had
never been there.

Grass space

6%

The biggest category was for
15%

‘ g ames ’ to be allowed.

F O O T PA T H S
How often do you
use the parish footfootpaths?
• 266 respondents
walk them weekly.
• 100 get their shoes
muddy on a monthly
basis.
• 349 ramble occasionally.
• 158 indicated they
have never walked
the footpaths.

P L AY A R E A S
Does your family
make use of the play
areas?

How do you rate the equipment?
Allen's Meadow
100%

Respondents said:
• Allen’s Meadow: 10
• Brookmill Close: 19

Walwyn Meadow

• Orlin Rd: 12

Brookmill Close

0%

• Village Green: 117
• Walwyn Meadow: 224

In Summary
You are aware or use the open spaces in the
parish to a degree, but perhaps more could be
done to encourage increased use.

Village Green

Range of Equipment

Orlin Road

Standard of Equipment

Respondents indicated while the standard of the
equipment was largely satisfactory, the range was not.
The Orlin Rd play area was seen to be below par on
both counts.
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V I L L AG E B U I LD I N G S
L I B R A RY
S E RV I C E
We asked how often
& where, you used
the Library service.

V I L L AG E H A L L
Do you use the Village Hall (& how often)?
350
308

The mobile service at
the Wyche &
Evendine are once a
month.

300

Since the questionnaire, the opening
hours of the Walwyn
Meadow has been
extended.

150

272

250
211
200

100
50
0
Regularly

Infrequently

Not at all

You told us:
Walwyn Meadow
Regularly
279
Infrequent 270
Not at all
266

… or the Millennium Room?

600
489

500

Mobile
Regularly
Infrequent
Not at all

31
21
390

400

300

200
132

(The mobile library explicitly serves outlying
village locations)

In each instance
those over 60 years
old accounted for the
most use of the library service.

100

47

0
Regularly

Infrequently

Not at all

As with the library, these facilities not used by younger age group.
Comments made – Millennium Room – what is it?, have computer at
home, nothing to attract my age group (30-44)
Village Hall – nothing of interest to me, nothing to attract my age group.

In Summary
The Main Library appears to be well used and a vital service to the community. Although the Mobile Library is
only used by about 50 respondents it is possibly a much valued service by the elderly at the village extreme
locations.
The numbers using the Millennium Room seem disappointingly low and action may be necessary to increase
the use of this facility.
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V I L L AG E
C OMMUNICATION
PLANNING
APPLICATIONS
The question was:

Where do you usually get information about
events taking place in Colwall?

Do you think sufficient
publicity is given to
planning applications
which affect Colwall?

We asked if you got information from the Parish Notice Boards, Parish Clock
Magazine, Local Newspapers or other sources.
• 723

respondents (out of nearly 890) use the Parish Clock magazine to know
what's going on, far more than other sources. The 25 to 29 and the over 75
age groups use the Clock most of all.
• Local newspapers was a source for 518 respondents.
• Parish Notice Boards provided information to 272 of you.

500
450

431

400
350

Of the other sources, word of mouth was the next biggest source of information for events in Colwall, with 85 ‘votes’.

300
251
250
200

181

150

Do you think the amount of information about
what is going on is…
Overall the vast majority of respondents thought the information was Good
(43%) or Reasonable (50%).
3% thought it was poor & 3% expressed no opinion.
Younger respondents expressed less satisfaction with the information available.
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How well does the local parish council publicise
its decisions and activities?

In Summary
Good

Overall, you seem to
indicate that the
information available
is reasonable & you
know where to find it.
However, there is
always room for
improvement.

180

Reasonable

441

Poor

No Opinion

139

112

Again, overall it was seen as Reasonable to Good, but a considerable number
thought it was Poor or offered No Opinion.
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E NVIRONMENTAL
WASTE
RECYLCLING

E N V I R O N M E N TA L S E RV I C E S
You were asked for your views on the standard of the following environmental services:

We asked:
Do you currently recycle any household
waste?

80%

You said:

50%

Yes 82%

40%

(707 respondents)

Good

Reasonable

poor

No opinion

70%
60%

30%
20%
10%

No 18%
(156 respondents)

We asked:

0%
Mains water Mains gas

waste for recycling?

You said:

Mostly you recycled

Yes 83%

your waste at Malvern,

(703 respondents)

then Ledbury & Colwall,

(148 respondents)

Refuse
collection

Roadside TV / Radio
care / Street reception
cleaning

Mobile
phone
coverage

Mostly the more ‘traditional’ services were considered reasonable or good. However,
mobile phone coverage was deemed less satisfactory.

Would you recycle
more if facilities or
a kerbside collection
service were available in Colwall?

No 17%

Mains
electricity

W h a t yo u Re c y c l e

Where do you deposit

reflecting nearness &

Garden

481

Paper

Cans

639

303

availability of different
recycling services.

Bottles

599

In Summary
Most respondents claim to recycle some of their waste & would recycle more if convenient facilities were
available in the parish. Understandably you currently recycle in the village or in the two closest towns.
You appear to be satisfied with the delivery of environmental services in general, although less so with those
delivered via the airwaves.
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G E NE RAL I NFORMATIO N
AND
F INALLY….

C O N S E RVAT I O N A R E A S

You were asked to rank
the issues which were
most important to you…

In 2002 an area to the north of Old Church Road was designated by
Hereford Council as a Conservation Area. Would you be in favour for
a similar status to be awarded to the Colwall Green area?

Village tidiness - street cleaning,
dog fouling etc

660

10.9%

77

119

Preservation of environment & open
spaces
12.3%

Yes

No

No Opinion

State of pavements

P A R I S H C L O C K T OW E R

8.6%

State of roads

We asked how you valued the tower as a village characteristic & landmark.

8.6%

Across all respondents: 59% valued it highly 33% valued it moderately &
only 8% thought it had little or no value.
It was most highly valued by the 25 to 44 yr olds.

Public transport
7.9%

Services, retail shops
9.9%

Medical facilities

P A R I S H B U R I A L G RO U N D
600

11.3%

500
400

Crime and disorder
10.3%

300
200
100

Traffic problems
8.9%

0
Burial

Cremation

Other

Leisure facilities
6.0%

Need for more housing
5.3%

The question was regarding your preference for burial, cremation or….
The 25 to 29 group and those over 60 most favoured Cremation. Of those
over 75 in age 75% ticked Cremation. Perhaps Cremation becomes more
favoured as one ages!
Other suggestions included Woodland burial; Green burial; Scattering of
ashes; With area of remembrance in churchyard; Medical research.
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UNDER 16S
IN
GENERAL
The 2001 census
showed there were
nearly 500 U16s out of
a total population approaching 2,500 ie 20%
The percentage of U16s
in Colwall was almost
exactly that of Ledbury &
indeed, of Herefordshire
as a whole, which belies
the often held belief that
Colwall is populated by
older people.

W H A T D O YO U D O ?
8 under 5yr olds responded; they
told us they belonged to the village playgroup & Seekers, but
also went swimming & to the
‘gym’ outside Colwall.
Respondents in the 5 to 11 age
group listed an impressive 24 different activities within Colwall &
another 6 beyond the parish
boundary.

Our over 11s take part in 8 clubs in Colwall & a further 16 elsewhere.
The move away from village based activities in the older age group is reflective of
attending secondary school clubs, the
need for more expensive or specialised
facilities & perhaps a degree of extra
mobility.
Just over 60% play a musical instrument.

What activities do you want to do?
70
60
50
40

The parish plan questionnaire was returned
by 104 U16s more than
1 in 5, but of course not
many of the very youngest ones will have answered.
In the 10 to 14 age
group the census
showed 177 children in
Colwall. In this age
group 63 children completed the questionnaire, which is a little
more than 1 in 3.

30
20
10
0
Cycling

Treasure
Hunt

Dance
workshop

Map reading

Craft
workshop

Disco

Barbecue

Sport

Computing

Outdoor
Adventure
Centre

Working in
nature
reserve

Any other
activities

W H A T D O YO U WA N T ?
Less:
•

More:
Dog mess

•
•
•
•
•

Litter bins
Recycling units
Play equipment
Activities
Shops

In Summary
About 20% of Colwall’s population are U16s. They enjoy many, varied activities & would like more. They care about the
environment. Readers of this report may like to accept the challenge of the U16’s diverse wants (see graph)!

C o l wa l l Pa r i s h P la n

BUSINESS
PROFILE
There were 9 respondents to the Business questionnaire, though it appears there may be one business represented twice.
The following industries were represented:
•
Data & Records Storage / Management
•
Farming
•
Gardening
•
Life Skills
•
Public Hostelry
•
Retail
The split between ‘Home’ & ’Other Premises’ was more or less even.

E M P L OY M E N T
When asked how many staff they employed, split by employees from the
parish versus employees from outside Colwall, the figures show approximately ten parishioners employed by local businesses, to each ‘outsider’.
This is encouraging, although the small number of respondents may not
be fully representative of the village businesses as a whole.

THE FUTURE?
We asked if the businesses expected to expand & employ more people in
the next 5 years. Again, encouragingly, most said they did. Those that
didn’t were in agriculture, which perhaps isn’t surprising.

HELP
If a village resource
centre was opened,
only two of the responding businesses
said they would be
likely to use it.
This may be because
of the particular
cross-section of the
businesses which responded, or may indicate that businesses
in general are well
equipped with the appropriate resources.

With regards any help
the Parish Council or
any other bodies
might be able to offer,
the responses were:
• Better

signage to village centre & shops.

• Advertising

Those businesses who put forward constraints to expansion, cited size of
premises as being the major obstacle.
In Summary
The small number of businesses which responded to the questionnaire
appear to be optimistic about the future, mainly employ local people &
largely see their way forward in their own hands (at least in the context of
local help).

& Marketing opportunities.

• Sympathy

towards
planning applications.

• Buy

British.

